
Grades 5-10

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

Caves are excellent places to study the interactions between 
groundwater and rock.  This activity demonstrates what happens  
to limestone when it is exposed to groundwater that contains 
carbonic acid.

Procedure
1.  A block of limestone was placed under a container of dilute 

carbonic acid. See the side-view illustration below.
2.  The acid was allowed to drip onto the limestone in seven locations  

(L-R).  The amount of time that the acid was allowed to drip at 
each location varied. Notice how the pit that was formed from 
the limestone dissolving away was a different depth at each 
location.

3.  Measure the maximum depth of each of the pits in millimeters, 
and complete the table of results below.

Location
Number of days 

of dripping
Depth of pit (mm)

L 54

M 41

N 108

O 14

P 162

Q 81

R 122

4.  On your graph paper, plot the depth of the pit (y axis) against 
the number of days (x axis). Extend your graph up to 150 days.

5.  Use the information on your graph to estimate the number of 
days it would take a drip to dissolve a pit through the entire 
limestone block. How many days?

6.  How long does it take for a drip to dissolve through 1 cm 
(10mm) of limestone? 

7.  Lechuguilla Cave in New Mexico is the deepest limestone cave 
in the United States.  How long would a drip of this acid take to 
dissolve to an equivalent depth of 489m?

8.  What could you change in this experiment to increase the rate  
at which the limestone is dissolved?

Drip Drip Drip

Materials
• Graph paper
• Metric ruler
• Pen or pencil

Source: Geological Society of America. 
Adapted with permission.
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Grades 9-12

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

Go online and view the instructions and illustrations for the 
“Earthquake Machine” activity on AGI’s Classroom Activities web  
page at www.earthsciweek.org/forteachers/classroomactivities.html.

Procedure
1.   Trace one of the blocks on the back of the sandpaper and use 

scissors to cut out the square.
2. Glue the sandpaper square to Block A.
3. Screw one screw eye into the end of Block A.
4. Screw one screw eyes into the end of Block B.
5.  Using pliers, carefully bend the eye of the screw eye of Block A 

open just enough to allow a rubber band to fit through.
6.  Cut four strips out of the manila folder; two that are 3 cm wide 

and 15 cm long, and two that are 3 cm wide and 23 cm long.
7.  Assemble the strips of manila folder with tape and tape to 

the top of Block A (as shown in the picture of the completed 
Earthquake Machine). 

8.  Secure the sanding belt (at the ends) to a table using duct tape. 
Make sure there are no waves in the belt.

 10. Tape the measuring tape on the side of the belt nearest you.
 11.  Place Block B on edge, on the right end of the sanding belt so that 

the screw eye is positioned in the center of the sanding belt.
 12.  Using a long piece of duct tape, tape Block B down on the 

tabletop for added support.
 13.  Thread the measuring tape through the screw eye and pull it to 

the far left of the sanding belt.
 14.  Fold 5 cm of the end of the measuring tape back on top of  

itself with a rubber band in the loop. Use duct tape to secure 
the loop so that the rubber band is attached to the end of the 
measuring tape. 

 15.  Hook the rubber band into one of the screw eyes of Block 
B. (Note: If the block does not stick, you may need to chain 
several rubber bands together.)

Earthquake Machine

Materials
• Computer with Internet 

connection
• Two 4” wooden blocks,  

cut from a 2” x 4”
• One 4” x 36” sanding belt  

(50 grit), cut so it is no longer 
a loop

• One ¹⁄3 sheet of sandpaper  
(60 grit)

• Two screw eyes 12x1 – ³⁄16

• One bag of rubber bands 
(varying sizes)

• One 16” length of duct tape
• Manila folder
• Two cloth metric tape measures
• Needle-nose pliers
• Glue
• Scissors

Source: Incorporated Research 
Institutions in Seismology.  
Adapted with permission.



Grades 3-8

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

A fossil is evidence of past life preserved in sediments or rocks. Oil 
and natural gas together make petroleum. Petroleum is a fossil fuel, 
meaning it developed naturally from decaying prehistoric plant and 
animal remains.

Millions of years ago, much of Earth was covered with swamp. 
Prehistoric plant and animal remains washed into the seas with sand 
and silt. Layers of organic materials piled up on the sea bottom. 
These thick layers were buried by mud, sand, and silt that trapped 
the organic material. Without air, the organic layers could not rot. 
The mud thickened and pushed down with increasing pressure. The 
temperature of the organic material increased as other processes 
produced heat. Mud sediment was buried by more sediment. 
Sediment changed to rock as temperature, pressure, and anaerobic 
bacteria—microorganisms that live without oxygen—increased.

Ancient plant and animal remains have been “cooked” by these 
processes and slowly changed into crude oil. Crude oil is held inside 
rock formations, as a sponge holds water.

Procedure
1.  Place a paper towel, three to four gummy 

fish, and three slices of bread (one each of 
rye, white, and wheat) on a table.

2.  Pull the crust from the bread. Place a slice of 
white bread, representing the sandy ocean 
floor, on a paper towel. Put a gummy fish 
on the bread to represent dead marine life.

3.  Place a piece of rye bread on the white bread  
layer, representing the way ocean currents 
deposit sediments on top of dead marine 
life, settling on the bottom of the ocean.

4.  Now add the remaining gummy candy, then the last slice of 
bread. This represents the natural processes that have taken 
place over millions of years, as more sand and sediments have 
been deposited by wind and ocean currents.

5.  Fold the paper towel over your bread fossil and place heavy 
textbooks on top to simulate the natural process of pressure.

6.  Leave your model one or two days to represent the passage of 
millions of years.

7.  Afterward, observe the bread fossil. Push a clear straw down into 
the bread and pull it back up to extract a “core sample.” Observe 
layers through the straw.

8.  Try to separate the bread layers. Why do you think the layers  
are difficult to separate? Try to extract the fish. Can you identify 

the fish fossil’s mold (impression in bread)? 
How about the fossil’s cast (mineral material 
that fills the hole left when the fossil is gone)?
9.  Compare the colored residue of gummy fish 

in the bread fossil to remains of plants and 
animals in rock. The gummy fish residue 
represents oil deposits left by dead ocean 
plants and animals. Over millions of years, 
these remains are pressurized to become oil 
and natural gas deposits.

Visit www.energy4me.org for more energy 
education classroom activities and resources.

Fossil Formation 

Materials
• Paper towels
• Three slices of bread (one slice 

each of white, wheat, and rye)
• Gummy candy fish (or other 

gummy sea animals or plants)
• Heavy books
• Magnifying lens
• Clear drinking straws

Source: Society of Petroleum Engineers. 
Adapted with permission.
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O
ur planet is a sprawling laboratory filled with opportunities 
to observe natural processes in action. It’s also an ideal 
classroom for teaching and learning about geoscience.

Are you a teacher or professor? During Earth Science Week, 
celebrate geoscience in your classroom. You can conduct an Earth 
science hands-on activity with your students. See the many activities 
detailed in this calendar. On the Earth Science Week web site 
(www.earthsciweek.org) you’ll find classroom activities aligned with 
national standards.

The web site is your gateway to additional opportunities, such 
as webcasts, links to nearby partner organizations, citywide 
celebrations, and special “Focus Days” within Earth Science Week. 
You could even invite local geoscientists to your classroom to share 
their firsthand knowledge. Sign up for the monthly e-newsletter for 
information on upcoming opportunities.

In addition, venture out of the classroom, engage other members 
of your community, and explore the wider world through activities 
described in this calendar. Encourage your students to enter the 
Earth Science Week essay, photography, and visual arts contests. 
Your students will not only learn something new about the world 

around them, but also will have fun discovering why Earth science is 
important to society.

Are you a school student? Want to participate in Earth Science 
Week? Visit the Earth Science Week web site (www.earthsciweek.
org) to enter one of this year’s contests. Search for events in your 
area and participate in this year’s celebration. See the “Big Ideas” 
videos and activities online to build your understanding of the core 
concepts of geoscience.

Are you a college or university student? If you’re serious about 
geoscience, Earth Science Week is the perfect opportunity for you 
to deepen your learning, make career connections, and further your 
goals. See the Earth Science Week web site (www.earthsciweek.
org) to learn about events in your area and tap information about 
geoscience jobs. Check out the Earth Science Organizations 
database to learn about geoscience agencies, companies, and 
organizations in your region.

If you belong to a geology club or an Earth science group, plan an 
event for your department, your institution, or local school. The 
event could be a fundraiser for your group, or you could work with 
your department’s outreach efforts with the local community.

The World Is Your Classroom
During Earth Science Week—and All Year Long


